Online Grocery Report 2015 - Europe

Description: Unlike in the US, where new start ups such as meal solution providers, takeaway delivery services and online farmers markets such as Plated, Grub Hub and Good Eggs or the delivery start ups Instacart and Postmates are challenging the status quo, in the EU, where online grocery is much more developed, the multichannel retailers have another thing to fear altogether: the discounter surge.

And unlike in the past, the discounters have started to offer a full grocery shop, including chilled and frozen products, not just the wine or non food options of yesterday – but a proper basket at discounter prices no less.

From the likes of Colruyt, Mercadona to Leaderprice and Dia to Lidl and even Aldi now considering entering the space, the discounters' entry into the sector will change the economics of online grocery beyond all recognition once again – through brutal price deflation for a start.

The multichannel retailers have to react and already there is a model – and like the drives innovation it comes once again from France. The standout operators of this business model are Casino and another online grocery pioneer, Ahold in the Netherlands.

Both have started to follow customer expectations by offering food and non food online in a much more combined way (a reality also reflected in the UK, where the players are finally merging their various standalone sites) exploiting cross-sell opportunities.

Casino's Cdiscount is clearly the outstanding player, with its highly successful C le Marche operation, its harnessing of cross sell opportunities and driving cross promotions in Casino's hypermarkets, (such as online prices in offline environments, one off long tail promotions etc), and of course the click & collect execution.

However the real crucial element in the strategy is opening up to 3P players, so in effect operating a marketplace model not too dissimilar to Amazon. For both Casino and Ahold the GMV from 3P players is growing rapidly and much faster than the 1P business.

Another growth opportunity for online grocery is much deeper embedding into consumers' lives through connected kitchen devices such as Amazon dash, Chronodrive's Izy, Waitrose's Hiku or Carrefour's device launched into the Belgian market.

These devices are a supreme loyalty and ecosystem tie in tool and disable much price comparison. In future we expect the software to move onto the Apple smart watch and other wearable devices. However for now they will necessarily remain rather niche.

Other opportunities for future growth across the EU include the B2B opportunity, with canteens, kindergardens, factories identified as new clients – especially as food service in general has seen such a transformation towards food trucks, premiumisation and fragmentation.

Now that online grocers' B2C operations have been set up, the investment and logistics footprint and assets can be made to work harder by competing with the traditional wholesale trade as well as with food service providers.

This report serves two purposes. On the one hand, it is a discussion of the various key markets and players operating in the EU space and on the other, it gets readers to consider the direction in which online grocery is heading: Will the discounters succeed at e-commerce? Are the connected kitchen devices a serious glimpse into the future or just a gimmick? Could grocery retailers be tempted to adopt an Amazon-style 1P and 3P business model?

Looking ahead, the intersection between online and food will create new business models that are set to disrupt the multichannel grocers and their sometimes still fledgling offerings. There is undoubtedly much more to come going forward.
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